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This short video stockshot illustrates the topic of maritime
exports. It includes footage filmed in the Port of Antwerp and at
a freight forwarder.
Only the original language version is authentic and it prevails in the event
of its differing from the translated versions.
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DESCRIPTION
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10:00:00 Credits and title

00:00:20

10:00:20 General view of a
terminal in the port of
Antwerp (2 shots)

00:00:10

10:00:30 General view of a ship
loaded with containers

00:00:05

10:00:35 Spider-trucks loading a
ship with containers (3
shots)

00:00:15

10:00:50 Docker driving a
spider-truck

00:00:05

10:00:55 General view of the
containers on the
terminal (2 shots)

00:00:10

10:01:05 Spider-trucks driving
through the lanes of
containers on the
terminal

00:00:05

10:01:10 Loading a container on
a lorry

00:00:11

10:01:22 Departure of a lorry

00:00:08

10:01:30 General view of a
terminal next to railway
tracks (3 shots)

00:00:15

10:01:45 Spider-truck driving
around the terminal

00:00:09

10:01:55 Employees of a freight
forwarding company
working on a customs
document

00:00:05

10:02:00 Focus on a customs
document (3 shots)

00:00:15

10:02:15 Loading of lorries

00:00:04

10:02:19 Loading of a container

00:00:05

10:02:24 Clark-truck loading a
container

00:00:05

10:02:29 Storage area

00:00:07

10:02:36 Clark-truck loading
goods (6 shots)

00:00:39

10:03:15 Lorry departing

00:00:15

10:03:31 Joseph Vindelincks,
Director of a freight
forwarding company,
(in ENGLISH) saying
that as a
freight-forwarder, being
an AEO (Authorised
Economic Operator)
will help him save time
and money; his goods
will go through
customs more quickly;
the whole safety and
security procedure will
cost less; and having
AEO status is very
important for the
company's reputation.

00:00:21

10:03:52 A customs officer's car

00:00:05

10:03:57 Customs officers at
their desk

00:00:05

10:04:02 Customs officer
working on customs
documents (3 shots)

00:00:15

10:04:17 Another customs
officer working (2 shots)

00:00:10

10:04:27 Website page of the
'centrale dienst selectie'

00:00:05

10:04:33 Lorry entering the
scanner (3 shots)

00:00:16

10:04:49 Scanning of a lorry (3
shots)

00:00:15

10:05:04 Lorry leaving the
scanner

00:00:10

10:05:14 Monitoring of the scans
(3 shots)

00:00:14

10:05:28 Screen showing the
scanning process

00:00:04

10:05:33 Customs officer
checking the scanned
images of a lorry

00:00:05

10:05:38 Scanning images of a
lorry (4 shots)

00:00:20

10:05:58 Copyright

00:00:15
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